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The theorem referred to in the title is the following: If [An] is a

countable family of bounded commuting normal operators over an

arbitrary Hubert space (not necessarily separable), then there is a

resolution of the identity {£(¿)| O^í^l} and a sequence of con-

tinuous functions [an(t)} such that, for all n,

=  I    a,
J o

(t)dE(t).

The short proof below resembles but differs from von Neumann's

original proof [2; 3].

Let 21 be the uniformly closed algebra generated by the set

{J, An, A*, n, m= 1, 2, • • • }. Then, from the general theory of Ba-

nach algebras [l ] we see that 21 and C($D?) are isometrically isomorphic

and that the maximal ideal space 9K of 21 is a compact metric space,

since 21 is separable. Hence there is a mapping/: 5—»SDÎ of the Cantor

set 5 onto 9JÎ. For t in [0, l], let Et(M) be the characteristic function

of the set/([0, t)C\S) d'Uni- Each of these sets, as the union of the

compact sets/([0, t — l/n]f~\S) is a Borel, hence since '¡SJi is metric, a

Baire set.

In accordance with the isometric isomorphism between the set of

bounded Baire functions on 5DÎ and a super-ring of 21 [l, 26 F, 26 G],

Et(M) corresponds to a projection E(t), and clearly {£(í)| O^i^l}

is a resolution of the identity.

For B in 21, let bit) be defined as follows:

5(0 =

\B(f(l)),       t G S;

ab(h)+ßb(l2), t = ali+ßt2, where (h, t2) is one of the intervals

deleted in forming 5 and O^a, ß; a+ß= 1.

Since/and B are continuous, b{t) is continuous. A direct computation

shows B=Jlb{t)dE(t) and, in particular, An = Jlan{t)dE(t).
Indeed, for e>0, there is a ô>0 such that if |/i— k\ <8 then

\b(h) - b(t2)\ < €. Thus let 0 = f0<*i<---<*» = l where

maxi| ti+i — ti\ <ô. For tíEl [ti, <»+i) we find
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B-ZKTirtEfr+O-Efr)]
i-O

Ê(M) - 'tb(ri)[ÊtM(M) - ÊU(M)]

For any iWGSDî, there is a unique ¿o such that

m g/([o, th+1) n 5)\/([o, ti0) n s).

For this M, then, jE¡í+1(AT)— Êti(M) =0 unless *=*«, in which case

Êti+l(M)-Êti(M) = l. Furthermore, M=f(r), where rG(¿,0, t^CsS.

Thus i(M)=è(r) and

| Ê(M) - b(rh) |   =   | b(r) - b(ri0) |   < «.

In short, p(ilf)-E?.-02&(r1)[£í,.+1(ikf)-£íj(M)]||M<6, and finally

\\B—^,t-o b(Ti)[E(ti+i)—E(ti)]\\<e. The required conclusion then

follows.

The usual extensions of the above theorem to the cases where (a)

the An are not necessarily bounded or (b) {An\ is replaced by a not

necessarily countable family \A\\ of not necessarily bounded, com-

muting normal operators on a separable Hubert space, follow readily

[2]-
On the other hand, let a be a cardinal greater than 22Í*°, and let

A= {\} be a set of cardinality a. Then the set Z2(A) = {x(X)| x(X)

complex-valued, J^xga |x(X)|2< » } is a (highly nonseparable) Hu-

bert space on which the projections P„: x(X)—>y(X) = x(/i)5flx, form a

commuting family of bounded Hermitian operators. If there were

some resolution of the identity {.£(/)} such that for p. G A,

Pft = flpi1(t)dE(t), where p„(t) is a complex-valued function, then the

cardinality of the set \p^(t)\ would be a>22"°, which is impossible,

since the cardinality of the set of all complex-valued functions on

[0, 1] is 2*°.
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